
Date & Title: 15th April Kempton 5f Novice 

3.75 Heavenly Pulse, Plunger 

3.25 Dragon’s Teeth, Kodiac Express 

2 After This One, Quick Skips Lad 

Preview Heavenly Pulse is owned by Middleham Park and trained by Ann Duffield, seems a long way 

to come with an unraced 2yo. She has only had 2 2yo runners here in the last 5 years and never 

appears to have had a 2yo winner at Kempton. Joey Haynes onboard is also short of a/w winners on 

2yos. It is also a bit early for a Duffield debut winner. 

Plunger is by Helmet which is good but Cole’s 2yos on debut are sometimes very uptight and it is 

hard to know what you have got without being there. Despite this he gets a couple of debut winners 

every season. 

Mike Murphy trainer of Kodiac Express has had just 4 2yo winners in his career but two of those 

have been at Kempton, one of which was on debut. Kodiac Express is the most expensive in the field 

at 64k. 

Dragon’s Teeth under an inexperienced apprentice went off like a rocket in the 2nd div of The 

Brocklesby and stuck on until the last half furlong. He has the worst of the draw here. 

The unpredictability of Paul Cole’s charges make this a race in which I can’t make a selection without 

seeing them. I will post a review later and may tweet from the paddock if I have time. 

 

Plunger review – This was fairly academic once they had all appeared in the paddock. Plunger an all-

round better type and most of the opposition could be discounted for one reason or another. I did 

tweet from the paddock that ‘Plunger was fine’ which I shall try to do from time to time. 



 

Plunger – Just about medium, biggest in parade. A little green and anxious, calling a couple of times 

but not enough to detract from his appeal. Not hard fit, plenty of improvement left. Another Helmet 

debut winner. 72 



 

Dragon’s Teeth – pleased to see this one put in a decent race after wasting his chance fto. Top end 

of small, ordinary 62 



 

Quick Skips Lad – Plain individual, chunky in a small frame. This was his third go and will need to find 

a weaker aw race. 60 



 

Kodiac Express – Disappointing type for a Kodiac. Ran reasonably professionally but unlikely to 

improve much. 62 



 

Afterthisone – Small, neat little package, ran a bit better than on debut but looks slow or the NH 

trainer can’t train him to run any faster. 54 



 

Heavenly Pulse – Next biggest after Plunger. Very green and on toes. Ran the same way, awkward 

around the bend. Potential here when he grows up a bit and his behaviour may well explain why Ann 

Duffield wanted to get him out early to de-fizz him a bit. Would have liked to see him run on a bit in 

the straight to confirm he has some pace and finished a long way adrift. Still worth watching as build 

would suggest there is more to come unless he is just one of those with a kink. 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 


